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Abstract

The benefits for elderly individuals of regular participation in both cardiovascular and resistance-training programmes are great. Health benefits include a significant reduction in risk of coronary heart disease, diabetes mellitus and insulin resistance, hypertension and obesity as well as improvements in bone density, muscle mass, arterial compliance and energy metabolism. Additionally, increases in cardiovascular fitness (maximal oxygen consumption and endurance), muscle strength and overall functional capacity are forthcoming allowing elderly individuals to maintain their independence, increase levels of spontaneous physical activity and freely participate in activities associated with daily living. Taken together, these benefits associated with involvement in regular exercise can significantly improve the quality of life in elderly populations. It is noteworthy that the quality and quantity of exercise necessary to elicit important health benefits will differ from that needed to produce significant gains in fitness.
This review describes the current recommendations for exercise prescriptions for the elderly for both cardiovascular and strength/resistance-training programmes. However, it must be noted that the benefits described are of little value if elderly individuals do not become involved in regular exercise regimens. Consequently, the major challenges facing healthcare professionals today concern: (i) the implementation of educational programmes designed to inform elderly individuals of the health and functional benefits associated with regular physical activity as well as how safe and effective such programmes can be; and (ii) design interventions that will both increase involvement in regular exercise as well as improve adherence and compliance to such programmes.

The number of individuals aged 65 years and over is the fastest growing segment of our population. Thus, there is a need to determine the extent to which habitual exercise and physical activity can improve health, functional capacity, quality of life and independence in this population. Current research indicates that participation in a regular exercise programme is an effective intervention to reduce and/or prevent a number of functional and health-associated declines known to occur with advancing age. Furthermore, the trainability of older adults is evidenced by their ability to adapt and respond to both endurance and strength training. Aerobic/endurance training can help to maintain and improve various aspects of cardiovascular function and health, as measured by maximal oxygen consumption (\( \text{VO}_{2\text{max}} \)) and cardiac output, as well as enhance submaximal endurance. Strength/resistance training will help offset the loss in muscle mass and strength typically associated with normal aging, thereby improving functional capacity. Importantly, reductions in risk factors associated with disease states (heart disease, diabetes mellitus, osteoporosis) will improve health status and contribute to an increase in life-span. Together, these training adaptations will greatly improve the functional capacity of older men and women, thereby improving quality of life and continued independent living in this population.

1. Cardiovascular Considerations with Exercise

1.1 Health Benefits

Since the 1980s, it has been repeatedly shown that regular exercise performed at low to moderate intensity is associated with improvements in traditional as well as emerging risk factors associated with cardiovascular disease. More importantly, improvements in these cardiovascular risk factors do not depend on an increase in \( \text{VO}_{2\text{max}} \). Specifically, recent evidence has suggested that individuals who have been very inactive for most of their life can benefit from the incorporation of light to moderate exercise programmes. However, for individuals who are more fit, a greater exercise intensity may be required to elicit any further health benefits.

Bodyweight and fatness increase with advancing age. Accumulation of body fat, in particular in truncal regions, is closely associated with an increased risk of morbidity and premature mortality. Individuals who habitually exercise appear to accumulate less adipose tissue particularly in upper, central body regions with age. Consistent with these cross-sectional study findings, a period of aerobic exercise training can induce a preferential loss of fat from the central body regions and favourably modify the abdominal fat distribution profile in older adults. Thus, regular exercise appears to have the effect of reducing the risk for metabolic disorders associated with upper body obesity in older adults.

In sedentary humans, advancing age is associated with unfavourable changes in plasma lipid and lipoprotein levels. These abnormalities have been identified as major risk factors for coronary heart disease. In general, a physically active lifestyle is associated with a more favourable lipid and lipo-
protein profile in middle-aged and older adults. The most consistent effect of regular aerobic exercise on plasma lipoprotein levels is an increase in the cardioprotective high density lipoprotein-cholesterol levels. Plasma low density lipoprotein-cholesterol levels are not obviously modulated by regular exercise unless accompanied by significant reduction in bodyweight.

Elevated fasting plasma insulin levels, impaired glucose tolerance, and reduced insulin sensitivity have all been associated with an increased risk of coronary heart disease. Physically active older men and women demonstrate favourable levels of fasting plasma insulin, glucose tolerance and insulin sensitivity compared with age-matched sedentary peers. It is important to emphasise, however, that the improvement in carbohydrate metabolism induced by regular exercise reverses rapidly upon cessation of exercise routine. As such, the continuation of a regular exercise regimen is critical for primary and secondary prevention of diabetes mellitus and other diseases associated with carbohydrate metabolism in older adults.

Arterial blood pressure increases with advancing age, contributing to age-related increases in the risk of a number of cardiovascular disorders. Regular aerobic exercise is associated with the attenuation of age-related increases in arterial blood pressure. Recent findings indicate that regular aerobic exercise produces clinically significant reductions in blood pressure at rest in middle-aged and older adults with elevated baseline levels, and these reductions occur within the necessary time period based on current therapeutic guidelines. Thus, sufficient evidence is available at this time to recommend regular exercise as primary prevention and secondary treatment of age-related increases in arterial blood pressure.

Recently, several investigators began to address the influences of regular aerobic exercise on emerging risk factors (e.g. arterial compliance, endothelial function) in older adults. In a recent study, we found that the progressive declines in carotid arterial compliance as well as endothelial functions with age observed in sedentary men were markedly attenuated or even absent in endurance-trained men. Moreover, essentially daily aerobic exercise for 3 months significantly increased carotid artery compliance and endothelial function in a group of previously sedentary middle-aged and older men.

Thus, currently available evidence indicates that regular aerobic exercise exerts beneficial influences on both traditional and emerging risk factors in middle-aged and older adults.

1.2 Functional and Fitness Benefits

Physiological functional capacity, as assessed by VO2max and peak exercise performance, declines with advancing age in both men and women. This would eventually contribute to a loss of independence, increased incidence of disability and reduced quality of life in older adults. Moreover, because maximal aerobic capacity has recently been shown to be an independent risk factor for all-cause and cardiovascular disease mortality, the age-related decrease may contribute to premature death in middle-aged and older adults. Based largely on data in men, the concept has been established that the rate of decline in VO2max with age is attenuated in adults who perform regular aerobic exercise. Additionally, the absolute levels of VO2max are substantially higher in trained individuals than those of sedentary peers throughout the age range. Thus, endurance-trained adults possess higher levels of physiological capacity and lower risks of premature mortality at any age.

Since an original study published in 1984, a number of studies have confirmed an increase in VO2max in response to endurance training in previously sedentary older men and women, as long as the exercise intensity is adequate and prolonged. As such, the currently prevailing concept is that the relative (percentage) increase in VO2max is similar in both young and older adults. However, because of substantially lower baseline levels, the absolute increase in VO2max is substantially smaller in older adults. Similarly, the relative increases in VO2max observed following endurance training appear to be similar in older men and women.
1.3 Basic Guidelines for Exercise Prescription

In general, the same principles of exercise prescription should be applied to adults of all ages, including older adults. One important distinction, however, is that older adults of the same age would be dramatically different in their baseline physiological state and response to the same exercise stimuli. Thus, the exercise programme should be individually constructed based on the fitness level and needs of each older adult.

There is a distinction between exercise prescription for aerobic fitness and for health as the optimum exercise stimuli to alter these respective variables are different. For the elderly, it has become more important to engage in physical activity to promote health and functional capacity rather than aerobic fitness. In fact, the consensus public health message from the Center for Disease Control (CDC) and the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM)\(^3\) recommended that ‘every US adult should accumulate 30 minutes or more of moderate-intensity physical activity on most, preferably all, days of the week’. The following exercise prescriptions are generally consistent with this recommendation and emphasise the promotion of health and physical function rather than aerobic fitness.

The exercise prescription consists of 5 different but interacting elements: warm-up, intensity, duration, frequency and exercise type/mode.

1.3.1 Warm-up

It is recommended that all exercise bouts should start with a routine of gentle warm-up and stretching of the muscles. This is particularly important for older adults who are prone to exercise-induced musculoskeletal injuries and cardiac events. In addition to the general warm-up and stretching, light movement simulating the actual exercise activities (e.g. swinging of a racket before a tennis match) should also be performed.

1.3.2 Exercise Intensity

Moderate intensity of exercise should be emphasised for older adults. This is considerable experimental evidence to support such a recommendation. First, regular exercises performed at low to moderate intensity are associated with improvements in traditional as well as emerging risk factors associated with cardiovascular disease.\(^6\) Second, compared with the higher intensities of exercise, moderate exercise is associated with a significantly lower rate of injury in older adults. Third, older adults appear to prefer exercise at moderate intensity,\(^3\) which should result in better compliance and maintenance. At the beginning of an exercise programme, however, exercise intensity for previously sedentary older adults should be kept even lower and increased gradually to moderate intensity according to his/her tolerance and preference.

Exercise intensity can be classified in several different ways. The use of heart rate is a common and objective standard. A maximal heart rate of 55 to 70% and a heart rate reserve of 40 to 60% corresponds to a ‘moderate’ intensity of exercise. Because a maximal exercise stress test for older adults is not feasible in many settings, the age-predicted equation (i.e. 220 – age) has been extensively used for estimating maximal heart rate. However, a recent study\(^3\) combining a meta-analysis approach and a laboratory-based approach has demonstrated that the currently used equation (220 – age) underestimates true maximal heart rate in older adults, and that this would have the effect of underestimating the appropriate intensity of prescribed exercise programmes. A more accurate regression equation is 208 – (0.7 \times \text{age}) in apparently healthy adults.\(^3\)

However, because of a large scatter associated with this variable, the use of a measured maximal heart rate is preferable to an age-predicted maximal heart rate whenever possible. Additionally, the use of medication (e.g. \(\beta\)-blockers) and smoking can influence maximal heart rate. Moreover, when heart rate is used to prescribe exercise intensity during swimming, it should be reduced appropriately. Because swimming is performed in the supine position, maximal heart rate during swimming is \(=\)10 beats/min lower compared with upright exercise (e.g. running).\(^3\)

The prescription of exercise intensity can also be performed with the rating of perceived exertion.
A rating of 12 to 13, perceived as 'somewhat hard', corresponds to moderate intensity exercise.

1.3.3 Exercise Duration
The duration and intensity of exercise are closely interrelated. For older adults, low to moderate intensity of longer duration is recommended.[31] On the basis of the currently recommended moderate intensity of exercise, a minimum of 30 minutes per day of exercise should be performed. In the initial phase of the exercise programme, older adults should gradually increase exercise duration rather than exercise intensity. When the exercise intensity has to be high, the duration of exercise needs to be reduced accordingly.

The duration of a single bout of activities appears to be far less important than the total volume or accumulation of activities. A series of short bouts of exercise (e.g. 10 minutes of exercise 3 times/day) can be spread throughout the day. It appears that as long as the accumulated amount of exercise exceeds 30 minutes, it will confer significant health benefit. This is particularly advantageous for older adults because it allows them to incorporate regular exercise into their daily lifestyle. This can be easily achieved by choosing to walk or cycle to work and climb stairs rather than taking elevators. Thus, available evidence indicates that the total amount of activity appears to be more important than the specific manner (e.g. frequency, mode) in which the physical activity is performed.[31]

1.3.4 Frequency
While moderate levels of physical activity can confer significant health benefits, physical activity must be performed frequently to prolong and maintain such beneficial effects. Consistent with the current recommendation by the CDC and ACSM,[31] older adults should perform moderate exercise on most and preferably all days of the week. If vigorous exercise is included in the exercise programme, the frequency of exercise should be reduced (e.g. 3 days/week) to minimise potential risks of musculoskeletal injuries and cardiac events.

1.3.5 Exercise Type/Mode
The selection of type/mode of activity should be based on the participant’s fitness level as well as his/her interests and available resources. The choice of activity that is enjoyable and has minimal potential for injury would lead to better compliance and maintenance. Additionally, current recommendations repeatedly emphasise the incorporation of exercise into everyday life rather than structured supervised activities. For these reasons, walking has become a choice of physical activity for older adults.[34,35] Walking is the most preferred activity among older adults[36] and does not require specific skills, clothing or equipment. It can offer companionship if walking is performed with a spouse and/or friends, and can be easily incorporated into daily activities, such as walking to work and social events.

Cycling and/or swimming may be preferable to walking/jogging for those with poor balance and musculoskeletal problems. However, it should be noted that exercise in the water carries the extra hazard of drowning and arrhythmias. When choosing activities that require skills (e.g. tennis, swimming), it is important to make certain that participants have appropriate abilities to derive sufficient health benefits.

Over the last decade, exercise facilities/fitness clubs have become an important place for daily workouts. These facilities allow participants to perform a combination of various exercises (i.e. cross-training) in a supervised environment. From a public health standpoint, such forms of physical activity may be particularly advantageous because they would result in better compliance and fewer musculoskeletal injuries. In this regard, a recent study has demonstrated that such gym-based activities would confer similar health benefits to those obtained in aerobic exercise programmes.[22]

2. Strength/Resistance Training

2.1 Health Considerations
The loss of muscle mass (sarcopenia) with age in humans is well documented.[37-42] A primary fac-
tor in sarcopenia appears to be disuse of skeletal muscle resulting in atrophy. Directly associated with the loss of muscle mass is a reduction in muscle strength. Inactivity may also play a role, contributing to other factors affecting aging muscle mass including neuromuscular realignment, reduction in growth factors and changes in muscle protein turnover. The consequences of sarcopenia can be extensive as there is an increased susceptibility to falls and fractures, impairments in the ability to thermoregulate, a reduction in metabolic rate, deficiencies in glucose regulation, and overall loss in functional capacity and the ability to perform everyday tasks.

Muscle atrophy appears to result from a gradual loss of both muscle fibre size as well as number. A gradual loss in muscle cross-sectional area is consistently found with advancing age such that at age 50 years there is a reduction of ≈10% of total muscle area. After 50 years of age, the rate of muscle area loss is significantly accelerated. Muscle strength declines by ≈15% per decade in the 6th and 7th decade, and about 30% thereafter. While there is some indication that intrinsic muscle function is reduced with advancing age, the overwhelming majority of the loss in strength results from an age-related decrease in muscle mass. The number of functional motor units declines with advancing age requiring surviving motor units to innervate a greater number of muscle fibres. Participation in a strength training programme by elderly individuals has been shown to elicit a number of health benefits including improvements in insulin sensitivity, bone density, body fat and energy metabolism.[6,43-46]

2.2 Functional and Fitness Benefits

Given an adequate training stimulus, older individuals are capable of making significant gains in strength of the same relative magnitude as their younger counterparts. Increases of 2- to 3-fold in muscle strength can be accomplished in a relatively short period of time (3 to 4 months) in fibres recruited during training in older adults. The initial increase in strength is likely mediated by neural adaptations allowing for greater fibre recruitment, while with more prolonged resistance training, modest increases in muscle size are possible. As there is a greater cross-sectional area loss in type II muscle fibres with advancing age,[39,47-49] resistance training would be ideally suited to maintain or improve the size and mass of these fibres. Together, these adaptations to resistance training contribute to the significant improvements observed in functional capacity in this age group. This also plays an important role in allowing these individuals to increase levels of physical activity and to continue to participate in activities associated with daily living, both of which contribute to maintenance of and improvement in cardiovascular function. Because sarcopenia and muscle weakness may be an almost universal characteristic of advancing age, strategies for preserving or increasing muscle mass in the older adult should be implemented.

2.3 Basic Guidelines for Exercise Prescription

Elderly adults may be more susceptible to orthopaedic injuries and cardiovascular complications, thus medical screening is essential (see section 3). Additionally, when beginning a resistance training programme, proper instruction on correct and safe lifting techniques is necessary to reduce the risk of injury as well as other health-related complications. In the health club setting, this instruction can be received from properly trained and certified trainers. If one desires to train at home, proper instruction on lifting techniques should be acquired before initiating home-based training.

2.3.1 Warm-up

A proper warm-up should be conducted before resistance training, similar to that described in section 1.3.1. As a result of a loss in elasticity of muscle and connective tissue with advancing age and the subsequent increase in stiffness, a proper warm-up is essential in reducing the risk of injuries in older populations.

2.3.2 Exercise Intensity

Elderly individuals beginning a resistance training programme should start at a low intensity and gradually progress over time. Strength training exercises should begin with light weights that can be
lifted comfortably through a full range of motion using good posture and mechanics. Individuals should avoid holding their breath during force production (Valsalva manoeuvre). The amount of weight that is lifted should be increased progressively as strength improves. The eventual goal is to achieve a relatively high intensity resistance training programme that has been shown to be the most effective in improving strength even in older populations.\textsuperscript{[6,43,50-52]}

The intensity is generally prescribed as a percentage of the individual’s 1-repetition maximum (1-RM: the maximum amount of weight that can be safely lifted 1 time). The goal is to determine the amount of weight necessary to complete 1 set of 8 to 15 repetitions that brings the muscle group to volitional fatigue (8- to 15-RM). This corresponds approximately to 60 to 80% of the 1-RM. This intensity has been demonstrated to result in significant gains in muscle strength and mass.\textsuperscript{[43,50-53]} While higher training intensities (85 to 100% of 1-RM) can lead to greater gains in strength, for older populations this may increase the risk of musculoskeletal injuries. If an increase in muscle endurance is desired, it is generally recommended to use a lower intensity weight that can be lifted for more repetitions.

### 2.3.3 Exercise Duration

Currently, there is considerable debate regarding the volume of resistance training necessary to produce optimal benefits in muscle strength. Typically, multiple sets (2 to 3 sets) of 8- to 15-RM are prescribed. However, a number of studies suggest that a single set can result in similar strength gains when compared with the use of multiple sets.\textsuperscript{[54-58]} A single set resistance training programme can be completed in a shorter period of time which has been suggested to increase compliance and reduce the rate of dropouts.\textsuperscript{[55-57]} Regardless, it is clear that a single set is sufficient to produce significant strength gains. Multiple sets can be employed if the potential for greater strength gains is desired.

### 2.3.4 Frequency

As elderly individuals beginning a resistance training programme generally have reduced muscle strength and mass compared with their younger counterparts, significant improvements in muscle strength are consistently observed with a training frequency of 2 to 3 days/week.\textsuperscript{[59-61]} While increasing the training frequency to 4 to 5 days/week may result in further gains in strength, it may result in a decrease in compliance. This is particularly true when resistance training is coupled with some form of cardiovascular training as described above in section 1.3.4. Thus, for elderly individuals beginning a resistance training programme a frequency of 2 to 3 days/week is generally recommended.

### 2.3.5 Exercise Type/Mode

Resistance training should be directed at the large muscle groups that are important in everyday activities incorporating arms/shoulders, chest, back, hips and legs. Each repetition should be performed slowly through the full range of motion, allowing adequate time to lift the weight (concentric contraction) as well as to lower the weight (eccentric contraction). From an equipment standpoint, variable resistance machines using weight stacks are desirable for this population, for a number of reasons: (i) they reduce the risk of injuries to hands and feet; (ii) they decrease the risk of injury to the lower back; (iii) they are associated with a reduced risk of exercised-induced hypertension; (iv) the weights can be adjusted in small increments; and (v) resistance can generally be applied through the full range of motion.

### 3. Contraindications

In general, apparently healthy older adults can safely engage in physical activity unless they are planning to undergo vigorous exercise. The American College of Cardiology and American Heart Association recommend exercise stress testing in asymptomatic men older than 40 years and women older than 50 years before they start vigorous exercise.\textsuperscript{[62]}

According to the exercise standards proposed by the American Heart Association,\textsuperscript{[63]} for a small number of older adults with existing disease, the risks of exercise may outweigh the potential bene-
fits of regular exercise. For example, exercise may aggravate pre-existing diseases and conditions common to older adults, including angina, arthritis, osteoporosis and stage III hypertension. A more detailed list of contraindications for physical activity can be found in the ACSM’s Guidelines for Exercise Testing and Prescription. Fortunately, the potential risks of exercise can be greatly reduced by medical history, physical examination, risk stratification, close supervision and education.

4. Conclusion

It is clear that participation in a programme of regular exercise (cardiovascular and resistance) elicits many benefits for elderly individuals. These benefits range from important health-related issues such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes mellitus and osteoporosis, to more functional benefits that allow for continued independence and the ability to safely and effectively participate in activities associated with daily living. However, these benefits are of little value if elderly individuals do not become involved in regular exercise regimens. The major challenges facing healthcare professionals today concern: (i) the implementation of educational programmes designed to inform elderly individuals of the health and functional benefits associated with regular physical activity as well as how safe and effective such programmes can be; and (ii) design interventions that will both increase involvement in regular exercise as well as improve adherence and compliance to such programmes.
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